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Worksheet 7   Subject: - English   Class: - VII  Teacher: - Mrs. Gagandeep Kaur 

Name: ______________ Class & Sec: _______________ Roll No. ______ Date: 20.04.2020 

Topic: Omission 

In the passages given below one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing word along 

with the words that comes before and after against the correct blank number. The first one has been 

done as an example. 

Delhi is one of biggest cities   a) of the biggest 

in India. The city always    b) ______________ 

crowded. My friend works an    c) ______________ 

office. He goes office by bus.    d) ______________ 

Sometimes he has wait for     e) ______________ 

the bus for long time at     f) ______________ 

the bus stop. 

Football is expensive game.   a) ________________ 

It is played mainly feet.    b) ________________ 

Touching ball with hands    c) ________________ 

is considered foul. The game    d) ________________ 

has become competitive days.    e) ________________ 

Alibaba was poor man. One day   a) ________________ 

when he was cutting wood the    b) ________________ 

Jungle, he saw cave behind    c) ________________ 

the rocks. It was closed a     d) _______________ 

strong door. While he trying   e) ______________ 

to open it, gang of robbers    f) ______________ 

came up.  

The policeman is important   a) _____________ 

public servant. He is Khakhi   b) ____________ 

uniform. He like our friend.    c) ____________ 

He protects lives property.    d) ___________ 

 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 
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Answers: 

I II III IV 

a) of the biggest a) is an expensive a) was a poor a) is an important 

b) city is always b) mainly by feet b) wood in the  b) is in Khakhi 

c) works in an  c) touching the ball c) saw a cave c) he is like 

d) goes to office d) considered as foul d) closed by a d) lives and 

properties 

e) has to wait e) competitive these 

days 

e) ha was trying  

f) for a long  f) it a gang  

 

 

 

 

  

 


